
Zero Test for Timing Cameras at Track Meets 
 
The Zero test is required by the IAAF for their F.A.T.  records. Rule 260-22c 
and for WMA/NCCWMA/CMA Records. 
 
It should be done by and in cooperation between the track referee, the chief photo timer and the chief 
starter at the start of timing sessions. All F.A.T. systems in operation for the session should be included. 
 
What it shows 

1) The test shows that the system is aligned on the finish line because the proper view of black lane 
lines will need to be present. 

2) It shows that the FAT start signal is being sent to the timing system 
3) It shows that the capture system is operating because it captures the image.  (The camera operator 

should be doing these things anyway) 
4) It shows that the system starts with in the required .001 seconds  
5) It shows that the proper rules for rounding for athletics is set in the timing system software. 

 
How it is done - with black powder “normal” starters pistols 

1) Aline the camera 
2) Set the camera to take at least 1000 frames a seconds 
3) Start sensor should be placed on the ground no further from the discharge port than 34cm ( the 

distance sound travels in .001 second at sea level)   
4) It is best to have a dark card placed on the finish line to prevent scorching of the finish line paint  
5) Starter places the gun on the ground so that the discharge crosses the finish line in the cameras 

field of view. 
6) Camera operator starts the capture system and signals the starter to fire the gun 
7)  The gun is fired and with luck the flash will be captured and the start of the flash will be where the 

zero of the time line is 
8) Referee is shown the image with the timing precision set to 1/1000 second or smaller 

 
Small notes 

1) Some shells will actually have a "preburn" discharge where the primer pushes  gun powder out 
before it sets fire. When that happens it is possible to have the timing zero a very small fraction of a 
second before the flash. 

2) If zero of time line is past the flash  test has failed. 
3) Causes for failure could be:  

i) bad start sensor;   
ii) sensor too far from the gun discharge;  
iii) rounding rules in software not correctly set;   
iv) use of certain wireless start systems which require an "offset" setting to be active in the 

timing software;  or  
v) the entire FAT system has gone off. 

  
Note:  This test is very easy to do. 
Please ask Brian Keaveney (Referee and Starter) if you have any questions. 
 
Brian Keaveney 
March 25, 2015 
 


